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1. Introduction

The advent of single molecule (SM) techniques in the dawn of the 21st century heralded the arrival of an unprecedented wealth of dynamic information revolutionizing our understanding of protein dynamics and behavior in ways unattainable by conventional bulk measurements. Combined with advanced computational and spectrometric techniques, SM measurements revealed that proteins are not primarily static within accessible conformations, but instead constantly fluctuate in a wealth of time scales sampling multiple interconverting conformations intuitively assumed to exhibit different activities.

The abundances of protein energetically favored conformations and frequencies of fluctuations between them are defined by the multidimensional protein free energy landscape.¹⁻³ Pioneer work from Frauenfelder and colleagues insightfully connected this energy-landscape concept to protein function and characterized the features of the landscape³ and their dependence on solvents.⁴ A comprehensive description of protein dynamic behavior and function requires a full elaboration of its energy landscape and how it is remodeled by regulatory interactions. Despite great efforts made in this direction, the path to fully understand protein function remains arduous. Molecular dynamic simulations and free energy calculations have provided valuable knowledge on protein folding landscape, internal dynamics and their potential correlation to the catalysis step but are often limited to short millisecond time scales.⁵⁻⁹ SM techniques have emerged as an indispensable tool in the quest of understanding protein function as they are ideally suited for the direct observation and quantification of the activity, abundance and lifetime of multiple states and transient intermediates in the energy landscape that are typically averaged out in non-synchronized ensemble measurements.
The very first single enzyme experiments were done in the 60ies, when Rotman used fluorescence microscopy to analyze the kinetics of individual β-D-galactosidase molecules encapsulated in water micro-droplets dispersed in oil and loaded with a prefluorescent substrate analogue. One seminal finding of these pioneer measurements was that enzymes subjected to a heat shock would either remain fully active or completely denature. This “digital-like” behavior was in stark contrast to ensemble measurements where thermal deactivation resulted in gradual activity reduction and illustrated the power of analyzing individual enzyme kinetics. However, three decades of further technological development in microscopy were required before imaging techniques were sensitive enough to probe the detailed kinetic properties of individual enzymes.

The two principal approaches for directly observing individual molecules are force and fluorescence measurements and combinations thereof. Force measurements include atomic force microscopy and optical and magnetic tweezers. Fluorescence includes polarization, lifetime, particle tracking, intensity measurements and Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). FRET studies serves as “spectroscopic ruler” providing information on the distance between donor and acceptor fluorophores placed within a certain proximity. FRET has been extensively used to probe conformational dynamics of multiple proteins and has been extensively reviewed elsewhere and in this Special Issue by Angel Orte.

Patch clamp techniques have been extensively used for studies on single ion channels and are reviewed elsewhere, their combination with fluorescent microscopy is reviewed in this issue by Peter Lu.

The techniques used for single molecule detection have been extensively reviewed elsewhere. In this review, we will focus primarily on the use of fluorescence microscopy for studying mechanisms of enzymatic activity and the insights gained on enzyme functional dynamics. We will initially discuss the strategies employed to date, their limitations and possible ways to overcome these, then finally how single enzyme kinetic measurements can advance our understanding of protein regulation.

The mathematical and statistical methodology for extracting mechanistic insights from single molecule traces are extensively described elsewhere in this Special Issue by Flomenbom and by Sachs.

2. Strategies for Directly Observing Individual Enzyme Turnover

2.1. Changes in fluorescent properties of enzyme cofactors

The first studies at the fundamental limit of individual catalytic turnovers were done on sol gel immobilized cholesterol oxidase (COx) using single molecule fluorescence microscopy. Lu et al. used the intrinsic fluorescence properties of the flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), which is part of the COx active catalytic site and switches between its oxidized (E-FAD, fluorescent) and reduced (E-FADH₂, non-fluorescent) state (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). Parking a laser beam on an individual COx enzyme, they recorded the fluctuation of fluorescence through successive enzyme
cycles (Fig. 1(c)). Using the distribution of reaction lifetimes for the high fluorescence state, the authors were able to quantify the enzymatic rate constant and quantify heterogeneities in activity, both in between seemingly identical enzymes of the population (static disorder)\(^{48,49}\) and for an individual enzyme over the course of time (dynamic disorder). The time dependent activity fluctuations were proposed to originate from conformational states each of which with a well defined activity. Statistical analysis revealed that the existence of two activity states describes the data adequately. The authors however proposed the possible existence of more than two conformational states or even a broad distribution of conformational states with distinctively different rates for COx.

Variations in the intrinsic fluorescence of flavin cofactors and sol gel immobilization were further exploited in SM functional studies of flavoenzymes. Shi et al. initially identified the existence of distinct static heterogeneities for monomeric dihydroorotate dehydrogenase from *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*), and found them to dominantly depend on the preparation and immobilization method.\(^{50}\) The same methodology was later extended to studying the function of homodimeric enzymes of dihydroorotate dehydrogenase\(^{51}\) from *Lactococcus lactis* and hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase\(^{52}\) with single turnover resolution. These studies resulted in a detailed kinetic characterization and allowed for the first time the deconvolution of the individual subunit catalytic activity and the cooperativity of dimeric enzymes.

The main limitation of using the properties of redox cofactors to report individual enzyme turnovers is their low quantum yield and photostability that curtails the observation of them to a few seconds. This limits the number of observed turnovers challenging the statistical analysis required to faithfully identify the dynamic nature of individual enzymes.\(^{53,54}\) To overcome such limitations Kuznetsova *et al.* employed the redox state dependent quenching of a biochemically attached photostable chromophore on nitrite reductase.\(^{55}\) Nitrite reductase from *Aspergillus niger* is a
homotrimer with two copper centers per monomer, each involved in the catalytic reaction. Within each turnover cycle an electron is accepted from a donor molecule by the type 1 copper center, relayed to the type 2 copper center, which uses it to reduce nitrite ($\text{NO}_2^-$) to nitric oxide (NO) (Fig. 1(d)). The copper cofactors are not fluorescent but their oxidized state efficiently quenches the site-specific coupled chromophore Atto-655 (Fig. 1(e)). Changes in Atto fluorescence over time are thus directly related to enzymatic turnovers. This approach required site-specific mutation, biochemical labeling, characterization and purification as compared to simply using intrinsic flavin groups, but it also extended the observation times to multiple seconds (Fig. 1(e)), significantly improving statistical analysis. It thus allowed for the, impossible in bulk kinetics, direct quantification of the electron transfer rates between the types 1 and 2 copper centers to be $k_3 = 21 \pm 6 \text{s}^{-1}$ and $k_{-3} = 14 \pm 4 \text{s}^{-1}$ as well as their heterogeneities in activity. These heterogeneities were postulated to originate from local variations in the coordination spheres of the copper centers.

Chromophore quenching was furthermore used to study the kinetics of dihydrolipolate reductase (DHFR) and reveal conformational changes in the enzyme-ligand complex, which were masked in the ensemble stopped-flow studies.\textsuperscript{56,57} To do this the authors coupled the fluorescent dye Alexa-488 at the top of the structural loop of DHFR, which closes after binding of the substrate causing quenching of the fluorescence. The fluorescence changes in Alexa-488 allowed the authors to directly observe substrate binding and conformational changes of the enzyme along the reaction coordinate. Interestingly, even though the enzymatic behavior could be interpreted on the basis of a simple two-state model, the authors anticipated the existence of multiple functional states. Variations in fluorescent properties of chromophores along the catalytic cycle constitute a convenient methodology for SM studies and advances in photostable chromophore synthesis\textsuperscript{33,58,59} could render it applicable to studying a spectrum of oxidoreductases with single turnover resolution. To date, it remains overshadowed by the emergence and use of prefluorescent substrate analogues.

2.2. Use of prefluorescent substrate analogues for single turnover detection

The realization of prefluorescent substrate analogues extended the observation time of individual turnover experiments up to two orders of magnitude (several minutes). The underlying principle is simple: the substrate is non-fluorescent and therefore invisible for fluorescent microscopy. Upon enzymatic reaction it is converted to a highly fluorescent product (Fig. 2(a)). Fast product diffusion out of the enzyme active site and the illumination volume allow observation of stochastic individual turnover cycles. Being limited only by background increases and substrate depletion, this method offers unprecedented rich statistical information over extended time scales crucial for deciphering the enzyme function.
The first experiments with a prefluorescent substrate were performed on horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The enzyme was immobilized on a glass slide (via biotin/avidin interaction) and the dihydrorhodamine 6G was used as a substrate that upon enzymatic reduction produced the highly fluorescent product rhodamine 6G. Using fluorescence intensity autocorrelation analysis, HRP activity was found to fluctuate over a wide range of time scales. These fluctuations were found to primarily originate from a large distribution of rates for the formation of the enzyme-product complex, rather than the dissociation of product from the enzyme. Though the relatively low signal to noise ratio and limited time measurements complicated the data...
analysis, this study paved the way for later studies using prefluorescent substrate analogues to monitor enzyme function for prolonged periods of time.

Titrating the concentration of prefluorescent analogue, Velonia et al. found an individual lipase B from *Candida Antarctica* (CALB) to follow typical substrate dependent saturation behavior which is similar to that observed for enzymes in solution (Fig. 2(b)). They found that the long time traces furthermore provided a high number of turnovers that was critical for rigorous statistical analysis. The reaction time distribution was accurately fitted with a stretched exponential decay showing the existence of dynamic heterogeneities on the reaction rate. Using a combination of reaction time distribution and autocorrelation analysis the authors concluded the existence of a broad spectrum of conformational states that are coupled and calculated their average life time to be \( \sim 35\,\text{ms} \). They thus proposed a fluctuating enzyme model which involves a spectrum of enzymatic conformations that interconvert on the time scale of the catalytic activity. Using prefluorescent substrate analogues for more lipases showed time dependent activity fluctuations to be a generic lipase phenotype.

Prolonged observation of individual turnovers for \( \alpha \)-chymotrypsin allowed the direct observation of the stepwise deactivation of the enzyme. \( \alpha \)-chymotrypsin was directly observed to oscillate between active and inactive states with lifetimes of hundreds of seconds and furthermore to switch back to the active state in a lower activity state. The authors proposed that while residing on the inactive state the enzyme is susceptible to important structural changes that upon switching back to its native state allows it to sample a new functional state.

The studies of English et al. established that the Michaelis–Menten equation, the cornerstone of modern enzymology, still holds for single molecules, independent of the number of functional states the enzyme samples. They studied with single turnover resolution the activity of \( \beta \)-galactosidase and used the waiting times between individual turnovers to plot the Lineweaver–Burk plot and found the anticipated linear dependence (Fig. 2(c)). Importantly, they found the waiting time distribution for low substrate concentrations to decay monoexponentially. At increased substrate concentrations the authors used a multiexponential to fit the data (Fig. 2(d)). At low concentrations, enzyme substrate binding is the rate-limiting step, which yields a pseudo-first order rate constant and therefore produces a monoexponential waiting time distribution. As the substrate concentration is increased, the rate-limiting step is no longer the enzyme substrate binding but rather the conversion of substrate to product. The non-monoexponential decay of the waiting time distribution therefore shows the existence of more than one functional state with lifetimes similar to or slower than the turnover rate. The data were therefore interpreted as originating from interconversion of the enzyme to a spectrum of conformations each of which had different activity (Fig. 2(e)). This is not surprising for \( \beta \)-galactosidase, which is composed of four monomers that could catalyze independently of each other, however it would be very interesting to
develop a method to deconvolute and analyze the number of functional states for each monomer.

In general single molecule studies propose the conformational fluctuations of enzymes to lead to multiple Michaelis Menten ES and Product EP complexes and their related transition states. However the number of states, their activity and interconversion rates are challenging to be accurately determined. In fact in multiple cases the same experimental data are interpreted using contrasting different models (see also Sec. 4.2). Advances in data treating techniques, some of which are presented in this Special Issue, provide means to unambiguously convert experimental data to a unique mechanism that can generate them.

The advance in our understanding of enzyme behavior by employing prefluorescent substrate analogues has been staggering and has opened up new fields of biological inquiry. The main remaining bottleneck is the limited number of available substrates and the presence of two cleavable groups in some of them, which requires careful consideration in the data evaluation and treatment. The future of these studies will thus depend on the development of novel prefluorescent substrate analogues for multiple biocatalysts.

2.3. Zero-mode waveguides for single turnover detection

The realization of zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs) to confine individual biomolecules and interrogate their function opened up new windows to connect optical analysis with biomolecular systems. Light intensity away from a zero-mode waveguide illuminated by a laser beam from below decays exponentially. The observation volume is thus reduced to the zeptoliter (10⁻²¹ L) range allowing measurements at micromolar chromophore concentration (ligand or substrate), which is impossible for current conventional fluorescent microscopy setups. Concomitantly ZMWs offer massive parallel single molecule readout at high temporal resolution (∼ms).

This methodology allowed the interrogation of the catalytic behavior of DNA polymerase with single turnover resolution and also the real time DNA sequencing from single polymerase molecules. Using four distinguishable fluorescently labeled deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates, DNA polymerases could be continuously observed performing uninterrupted template-directed synthesis over thousands of bases. The high quality data of the method allowed the direct observation of distinct polymerization states and pause sites that corresponded to the secondary DNA structure.

ZMWs are ideal for studying a plethora of dynamic systems ranging from enzyme function, membrane properties and biological processes. Their main challenge limiting their wider application is the difficult micro fabrication techniques required to make arrays of nanowells. Undoubtedly, this method has a broad application especially to the study of translation and may allow the observation of translational events involved in the regulation of protein synthesis, such as frame shifting.

The Achilles’ heel of the majority of single enzyme measurements is the requirement for the direct immobilization of the individual macromolecules in the microscope detection volume. Indeed, several immobilization methods has been employed including non specific adsorption to glass slides, site specific single-point attachment on glass, use of porous agarose type gels, biotin mediated coupling and coupling to polystyrene beads. Though the precise effect of immobilization method and interaction with microenvironment on protein function is scarcely studied, multiple cases over the last year revealed deleterious interactions that might severely impair protein function. The position and length of the tether used to immobilize proteins and nucleic acids can severely impair both their folding times and folding mechanism. Similarly, the functional properties of the membrane bound dihydroorotate dehydrogenase from *E. coli* were found to significantly depend on the presence of detergents in the sol gel. The dynamics of the photosynthetic antenna protein, allophycocyanin were found to be different in solution than when immobilized in agarose or to glass. Lastly, the large static disorder of CALB was attributed to the non specific interactions to the glass surface. Therefore, over the last years the community is striving to develop methodologies to spatially confine the enzymes in non-intrusive biologically relevant environments. Here we will briefly review some of these methods.

3.1. Protein foot for minimized interactions with surfaces

To avoid non specific adsorption of enzymes to the glass surface and minimize possible artifacts arising from labeling the enzyme, Hatzakis *et al.* developed an approach to site-specifically immobilize enzymes on surfaces using a “protein foot”. Using “click chemistry” the lipase from *Thermomyces lanuginosa* (TLL) was site specifically coupled to bovine serum albumin (BSA). The high affinity of BSA to hydrophobic surfaces allowed the TLL-BSA heterodimer to orient itself with the BSA toward the hydrophobic glass leaving the lipase free in solution. This elegant approach may require laborious chemical synthesis of the linkers for the click chemistry but offered biocompatibility and high reproducibility of the measured kinetic rates along with low static heterogeneities. The authors found the activity of the BSA-TLL heterodimer in solution to be twice as high as the monomeric TLL, indicating that the hydrophobic BSA upregulates the lipase activity by stabilizing the open lid state and redistributing the conformational equilibrium towards the open and active state.

3.2. Anti-Brownian electrokinetic trap (ABEL trap)

To avoid any immobilization of enzymes for single molecule studies, the group of Moerner developed the anti-Brownian electrokinetic trap (ABEL trap). This
methodology enables extended investigation of solution phase biomolecules through real-time electrokinetic feedback. The idea of the trap is rather simple: The trap monitors the Brownian motion of a nanoparticle by using fluorescence microscopy and then applies a feedback voltage to a microfluidic cell so that the resulting electrokinetic forces produce a drift that exactly cancels the Brownian motion. This methodology allowed the action mechanism of nitrite reductase to be deciphered and revealed pathways of interstate dynamics and light-induced conformational changes in the allophycocyanin antenna protein. Importantly, using the ABEL trap Bockenhauer et al. directly observed for the first time the inherent dynamics of individual β2-Adrenergic G protein coupled receptors. Their measurements revealed that the receptor samples a diversity of conformational states interconverting in the time scale of milliseconds, providing new insights in the GPCR field. These measurements however were performed in non-native conditions, using detergent to solubilize the transmembrane receptor.

ABEL trap is a promising method for trapping individual biomolecules but several requirements constrain the choice of system to study: buffers with low conductivity optimized for each system, careful passivation of the surface to minimize non-specific binding, and a bright photostable chromophore for accurate feedback and even then most biomolecules remain trapped only for a few seconds.

3.3. Nanoreactors encapsulation in virus capsid

Inspired by the compartmentalization employed by nature where enzymes are often confined in ultra small cellular compartments, the group of Nolte utilized the interior of a virus capsid to encapsulate individual HRP enzymes. To do this, they used the cowpea chloritic mottle virus (CCMV) that after removal of its RNA provides an empty capsid with an outer diameter of 28 nm and inner diameter of 18 nm. Using the reversible pH-dependent assembly/disassembly of the CCMV capsid and an appropriately low concentration of HRP they obtained virus capsids containing individual HRP enzymes. The virus capsids were non specifically absorbed onto a glass surface, where the capsid protected the enzyme from directly interacting with the glass surface. Using confocal fluorescent microscopy and a preflourescent substrate analogue they could observe the activity of individual HRP molecules. Fluorescent autocorrelation analysis showed 3 orders of magnitude slower diffusion of product for the CCMV encapsulated enzyme as compared the diffusion in solution (τ = 19.5 ms versus τ = 0.04 ms respectively). The authors took great care to overcome the slow diffusion of product away from the detection volume, by increasing the pH of the solution enlarging the pores of the virus, or by attaching HRP non specifically on the outside of the virus. In doing so they increased 3 fold the diffusion coefficient of the product. The same team, in an attempt to increase the encapsulation efficiency and confine multiple enzymes per capsid, engineered lipases to form coiled coil complexes with the virus capsid protein dimer, which were subsequently assembled to form the virus capsid.
3.4. Femtoliter reaction vessels for single enzyme readout

Tan et al. employed nanoscopic vials to form independent reactors of femtoliter volumes to confine lactate dehydrogenase and monitor the activity in a parallelized manner (≈100 enzymes simultaneously). The group of Walt greatly optimized and exploited the use of femtoliter-sized reaction vessel arrays to study enzymatic function. They used soft lithography to prepare wells from polydimethylsiloxane to confine the HRP or the tetrameric β-galactosidase enzymes and their prefluorescent substrate analogues. Using a glass fiber bundle and a custom-made epifluorescence microscope they recorded the activity of hundreds of individual enzymes simultaneously. Their experiments with the β-galactosidase inhibitor revealed that the tetrameric enzyme exists predominantly in two states, free or completely occupied with four D-galactal inhibitor molecules. They proposed that inhibitor binding to an enzyme induces conformational changes that result in a different enzyme activity each time the inhibitor dissociates. The slow temporal resolution of a few to tens of seconds prevented observations of time-dependent activity fluctuations, occurring in the millisecond time scale, and thus these measurements provided the average turnover activity over the integration time for these enzymes. Interrogating simultaneously hundreds of individual β-galactosidase enzymes allowed the first high statistic quantification of static heterogeneities in their activity. The wide rate distribution of the individual β-galactosidase molecules was found to originate from variability in the enzyme product-forming rate constant, $k_{cat}$, rather than the Michaelis–Menten constant, $K_m$. The static heterogeneities were attributed to distinct long lived activities of the enzyme, however transitions between such long lived states were not directly observed.

The use of femtoliter reaction vessels is not a panacea for the challenges of single-molecule assays. Several factors constrain the wide applicability of the assay: The low temporal resolution used (2 to 15 s) restricts observation of most conformational and functional protein transitions, the observation time is often limited to a few minutes due to substrate depletion, and it requires state of the art lithography surface patterning and imaging techniques. However, despite these technical difficulties, the ability to perform highly parallel measurements of many individual enzymes at the same time renders the approach very powerful, and allows for acquiring novel information about enzymatic behavior.

3.5. Liposomes as novel platforms for single molecule studies

Liposomes are ideal systems to spatially confine biomolecular elements in a biocompatible environment and study their behavior. Consisting of phospholipids, the natural constituent of cell membranes, they may be considered as “native-like” membrane systems. Surface tethering of a vesicle allows the spatial localization of few encapsulated macromolecules while keeping them under physiological conditions, far from interactions with a solid substrate that may impair stability and function. Liposomes may offer (a) the exterior part of the bilayer to act as a
biocompatible scaffold to anchor biomolecular elements and study the parameters regulating their spatial localization and function,\textsuperscript{100–102} (b) their membrane to reconstitute membrane proteins and study their function and dynamics\textsuperscript{89,103,104} or (c) their interior to encapsulate biomolecular elements acting as sub-attoliter nanocontainers\textsuperscript{110–112} or perform catalytic reaction using them as miniaturized nanoreactors\textsuperscript{105–109} (Figs. 3(a)–3(c)).

The adaptation of liposomes to single-molecule techniques opens room for assays where a specific number of molecules must be confined within a small biocompatible volume. Initial studies showing the diffusion of individual proteins encapsulated inside the liposomes to be similar to that in solution,\textsuperscript{113} and not to be slowed by transient interaction with the lipid wall, paved the way for using liposomes as nanocontainers for single molecule studies. Later studies exploiting liposomes directly observed folding of single proteins and nucleic acids\textsuperscript{114–116} as well as evaluated the protein folding landscape.\textsuperscript{117} Importantly, the use of liposomes revealed that confinement of individual proteins in ultra small volumes increased protein-ligand interactions by two orders of magnitude.\textsuperscript{118} Such an enhancement was anticipated to be reminiscent of a general mechanism used in cells to increase the efficiency of vital biological reactions by “molecular crowding” or “compartmentalization”.\textsuperscript{119}

Liposome encapsulation of single enzymes is widely recognized as an elegant method, however it comes with its own caveat; the lipid bilayer acting as a barrier limiting substrate/ligand access to the encapsulating enzyme. To overcome this limitation the community has employed smart methodologies such as the use of pore forming toxins,\textsuperscript{118} nested systems of lipid vesicles, part of which release their content during a thermotropic phase transition,\textsuperscript{120,121} or even the use of polymersomes.
permeable to substrate molecules. Recently, Christensen et al. created high-density surface-based arrays of small unilamellar liposomes loaded with enzymes and promoted their controlled fusion and content mixing with a second population of diffusing liposomes loaded with enzyme substrate. Implementation of such ultra-small-volume platforms for single molecule studies could provide novel ways to obtain massive parallel screening of biochemical properties with single molecule resolution.

We recently exploited the use of surface-tethered liposome arrays as a 3D biocompatible scaffold to anchor enzymes via flexible linkers and interrogate their function with single turnover resolution. (Fig. 3(b)). This methodology allows the enzyme to freely sample the solution and its substrate while minimizing non specific interactions with hard matter that may alter its function. We used lipases the workhorse enzymes catalyzing the enantioselective hydrolysis of esters in solution and widely employed for multiple biotechnological applications. Enzymatic activity was measured by confocal fluorescent microscopy using the prefluorescent substrate analogue carboxy fluorescein diacetate, CFDA, which upon hydrolysis provide the highly fluorescent product carboxyfluorescein. The biocompatibility of the approach permitted reproducible measurements of single enzyme kinetics and thorough investigation of parameters underlying its regulation, which will be further discussed in Sec. 4.3.

The versatility and convenient reconditioning of the composition, dimension and properties of individual liposomes would enable their use for multiple applications in single molecule enzymology. We anticipate that high-density surface-based arrays of small unilamellar lipid vesicles may be employed to spatially confine practically any biocatalyst and investigate protein-ligand or protein-membrane interactions as well as the behavior of regulated or not enzymes with single molecule resolution (Fig. 3). Importantly, liposomes would constitute an elegant approach to reconstitute and investigate the single molecule behavior of multiple transmembrane proteins and enzymes (Fig. 3(c)) in environments resembling “native-like” conditions, thus overcoming limitations arising from the current methodology based on detergent solubilization.

4. Insight from Single Molecule Studies

4.1. Dynamic and static heterogeneities and enzymatic functional states

The combined readouts of advanced molecular dynamic simulations, discussed in this Special Issue by Sachs, NMR and single molecule FRET experiments provided an incredible wealth of dynamic information of protein dynamics and behavior that would not be deducible from the static crystal structures. These studies revealed that proteins are not static but constantly fluctuating in a wealth of time scales sampling a wide distribution of interconverting conformations and furthermore introduced the notion of conformational energy landscapes of proteins. The
first single molecule activity studies of single enzymes kinetics on the other hand unveiled time dependent activity fluctuations occurring in the same time scale as conformational motions. Naturally, these activity fluctuations were interpreted as originating from protein conformational fluctuations. Indeed, even though the first single turnover observations of glucose oxidase and dihydrophosphate reductase were sufficiently interpreted by simple models of two functional states, the authors postulated the existence of more complex behavior and the existence of multiple states. It was thus proposed that enzymes sample a wide distribution of interconverting conformations along the conformational landscape each of which had different activity. Terentyeva et al. explored the inherent limitations and artifactual conclusions that may arise from treating trajectories of individual enzymatic turnovers. To do this they performed a systematic comparison of the commonly used binning and thresholding method with change point analysis using both simulated time traces of varying intensity or signal to noise ratios and published data on α-chymotrypsin. Their results for α-chymotrypsin revealed that the concave shape of the waiting time distribution, often fitted with a stretched exponential and used as the hallmark of a distribution of functional states, may possibly originate from artifactual analysis procedure. α-chymotrypsin was found not to sample multiple functional states, but rather to have a single activity over time. They furthermore highlighted the difficulties to accurately determine the number of exponentials underlying the waiting time histograms, if the number of exponentials needed for the fit is more than three.

Correctly identifying the mechanism of enzymes from noisy binary time series is an omnipotent limitation of single molecule data. To overcome these limitation Flomenbom et al. developed a pioneer method to filter noise using numerical algorithm with various special statistical treatments that is based on a general likelihood function, also reviewed in this issue. In addition, using canonical forms of reduced dimensions allowed deducing the underlying multisubstate on-off kinetic scheme from the statistical properties of a binary trajectory with significantly improved accuracy than other methodologies.

We recently found multiple enzymes to sample two functional states rather than a distribution of them (Fig. 4). We acquired data for two lipase variants, lipase from Thermomyces Lanuginosus (TLL) and Candida Antarctica and obtained published activity traces for β-galactosidase from E. coli for the nitrite reductase from Alcaligenes faecalis and for bovine α-chymotrypsin, practically covering the spectrum of enzymes that have had their activity investigated at the single turnover resolution with high statistics. In agreement with earlier studies β-galactosidase and α-chymotrypsin could not be fitted with a two state model. This is expected for β-galactosidase since it consists of four monomers that could catalyze independently of each other. Importantly, we found the waiting time distribution of
Fig. 4. A discrete number of functional states rather than a continuous distribution of them accurately describe the behavior of multiple enzymes. (a), (b) Histogram of waiting time distribution and intensity autocorrelation of TLL is more accurately described by two functional states rather than a distribution of them. (c) Activity fluctuations in multiple time scales (millisecond to second), widely interpreted to originate from a wide distribution of functional states is accurately described by the two functional states. (d) Schematic representation of a general two-state model that accurately describes the catalytic behavior of multiple enzymes. The model is an extension of the Michaelis–Menten equation and contains two interconverting functional states with respective activity rates $k_{\text{act}1}$ and $k_{\text{act}2}$. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 64. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.)

both lipases and nitrite reductase to be accurately fitted with a double exponential decay and furthermore so, significantly better than the stretched exponential decay previously employed to describe multistate activity models (Fig. 4(a)). Similarly, both the waiting time and intensity autocorrelation showed monoexponential decay consistent with the presence of two functional states (Fig. 4(b)). The intensity autocorrelation being independent of thresholding eliminates artifacts arising from such data treatment and provides a solid validation of the presence of the two functional states. The two functional states were also found to accurately describe TLL’s activity fluctuation in multiple time scales (millisecond to second), a phenotype widely interpreted to be the consequence of a wide distribution of activity rates (Fig. 4(c)). The existence of a small number of
4.2. Static heterogeneities

Static disorder, the heterogeneous activity between individual enzymes of a population, is an important phenotype underlying protein behavior that was unveiled by SM studies. Multiple theories have been developed to explain its underlying molecular origin, assuming it does not originate from non-native interactions with the assay medium. The two prevailing theories rely either on the existence of chemical heterogeneities or on the existence of long-lived conformational states in the protein energy landscape. The chemical heterogeneities hypothesis was proposed by studies on glucose oxidase, suggesting that static disorder originates from proteolytic damages on the protein and from studies on alkaline phosphatase postulating that it originates from posttranslational modifications. The long-lived conformational states hypothesis on the other hand was initially proposed from experiments on lactate dehydrogenase. Measurements on β-galactosidase examined further static disorder and proposed that it practically is a slow dynamic disorder, originating from rare transitions between states with different activity $k_{cat}$. However, the low frequency of such transitions renders their direct observation challenging or impossible with current state of the art methodologies and to date they have not be recorded.

Single molecule FRET studies on the other hand directly observed individual ribozyme molecules to fold into multiple distinct native states with different catalytic activity. The authors examined if these states correspond to (a) folded states of ribozyme molecules that have different sequences (errors in synthesis, unintended chemical modifications or degradation) and thus originate from chemical heterogeneities between Ribozymes or (b) multiple distinct folds of the same sequence, and thus originate from multiple energy minima in protein landscape. Their findings show interconversion between these states in ultra slow time scales (9% of molecules in 40 min observation times) supporting that static heterogeneity at least for Ribozyme originates from slow dynamic disorder. It would be enticing to directly observe such transitions for enzymes and decipher whether indeed they have multiple local minima corresponding to native, rarely interconverting, functional states and furthermore how they are controlled by regulatory cofactors. Capturing such transitions in proteins would entail methodologies that combine high throughput analysis with millisecond time resolution and long-recording activity measurements.

4.3. Comprehensive understanding of enzymatic regulation by SM studies

Comprehensive description of the mechanism underlying enzymatic activity regulation is critical for understanding and controlling a spectrum of biological
functions. To date our knowledge on regulation primarily relies on bulk measurements, over the last years however emerging single molecule measurements have provided insightful new knowledge of the molecular mechanism underlying regulation. Here we will outline the importance of understanding the mechanistic origin of regulation, the data and insights obtained from the few single molecule studies.

The two prevailing mechanisms underlying allosteric regulation as well as molecular recognition for multimeric proteins are the Koshland, Nemethy, and Filmer model (KNF) and the Monod, Wyman, and Changeux (MWC) model, though in some cases mixed mechanisms have been reported. The KNF model posits that effector interactions on one multimeric enzyme binding site sequentially "induce" new conformational states which are more complementary to its binding partner on the rest of the monomers, thus affecting their activity. The MWC model on the other hand proposed multimeric enzymes to sample reversible discrete conformational states assumed to have well-defined activities and are redistributed by regulatory interactions. The modern view of allosteric regulation, and molecular recognition in general, has evolved to the "conformational selection" and "induced fit" models that also account for monomeric proteins. Bulk measurements cannot directly measure the inherent activity of each conformational state. It is difficult to identify whether regulatory cofactors (a) redistribute a pre-existing conformational equilibrium without changing the inherent activity of each conformational state, (b) induce a new conformational state with a corresponding inherent activity or (c) operate via a convolution of both mechanisms (a) and (b).

To resolve this we recently followed for the first time regulation of enzymatic catalysis at the single molecule level. We examined the effect of regulation on functional states directly, arguing in addition that in the case of activity regulation, function is a more important observable compared to structure. As a model enzyme we employed the monomeric metabolic lipase from Thermomyces lanuginosus that has an active site covered by an oligopeptide, the lid. Lid dynamics of TLL are not taking place along the reaction coordinate as recently shown for other enzymes; in the open state, the enzyme’s active site is substrate accessible and multiple turnovers may occur. Using measurements and statistical analysis of stochastic turnovers we identified the existence of two major functional states that corresponded to the enzyme’s active and inactive conformational states and furthermore quantified their inherent activity and interconversion rates. Titrating the proximity of the enzyme to its allosteric regulator, the lipid membrane, we quantified for the first time how the inherent activity, as well as the equilibrium between the two states, depends on the presence of the regulatory cofactor (Fig. 5(b)). We found that regulatory interactions primarily redistribute the probability of TLL to reside on either of these states, but does not introduce a new functional state with altered activity (Fig. 5(c)).

These single molecule findings allowed for the first time quantification of the changes in the energy landscape of an enzyme upon regulation. Apart from
calculating energy barriers along the conformational coordinate, we quantified energy barriers along the conformational coordinate. We found regulatory interactions to equally stabilize the highly active functional state and the transition barrier along the reaction coordinate (Fig. 5(d)). These findings thus demonstrated regulation of TLL to operate via a “functional selection” mechanism.

Redistribution between a discrete number of functional states rather than changing their inherent activity upon regulation was also found in recent pioneer experiments with lysozyme tethered on carbon nanotubes field-effect transistors.\textsuperscript{140,146,160}
During substrate processing, lysozyme undergoes an 8 Å, hinge-like mechanical motion creating changes in the electrostatic potential allowing continuous conformational dynamics measurements for extended periods (~10 min). These prolonged observation times allowed the authors to identify three types of protein states: a fast fluctuating non-productive state, a slow fluctuating processing state and a closed inactive state, and furthermore to quantify their dynamics and lifetimes and how regulation by pH alters them. They found that regulatory interactions primarily redistribute the time spent in each state (by ~3 fold), but only moderately alter the processing rate of lysozyme. Changing the type of substrate used resulted only in slight, if any, changes in the rate of catalysis, but the time spent in rapid non-productive motions increased radically (~6 fold).146

These pioneer SM measurements provided new results to the field of enzymatic activity regulation directly confirming and providing new knowledge to existing models. Firstly, they identified the existence of a discrete number of functional states. Secondly, they found regulatory interactions to remodel the energy landscape, thus changing the energy of the two states, resulting in a shift of the population distribution without altering the energy barriers that reactants have to pass along the reaction coordinate. These findings support the prevalence of a mechanism akin to “conformational selection” over the “induced fit” hypothesis. Though much remains to be learnt for an elaborate understanding of regulatory processes, we anticipate SM kinetics to become an indispensible component in this field.

5. Conclusion and Future Directions

Great strides have been made in characterizing enzyme dynamics function and regulation as well as in introducing the protein energy landscape, but a full mechanistic understanding of these processes remains in its infancy. Single molecule studies have emerged as an indispensable tool to provide this missing mechanistic insight on protein function. Extracting the correct model from noisy single molecule on/off trajectories is quite complicated and in some cases controversies occur.8,65,142 Recent efforts however have provided novel solutions on noise reduction and simple model development and maximum likelihood optimization,62,68,69,161 some of which are extensively discussed in this Special Issue by Flomenbom45 and by Sachs.46 It would be enticing to efficiently combine current advances in data treatment with reduced mathematical modeling and simulated data to unambiguously convert a single enzyme trajectory to a unique mechanism that can generate it. Despite the immense methodological advances in single molecule studies, the path to understanding protein function in vivo has been arduous and there is still a gap between the in vitro single molecular studies and the cellular level interactions. In vivo proteins experience a vast number of interactions with a spectrum of small molecules, protein partners and membranes, while SM studies sample only a limited number of observables at a time. Bridging this gap requires powerful new methods combining single molecule readout in native “in vivo-like” conditions and parallel
screening of biomolecular interactions. The development of high-density microarrays of biomimetic scaffolds such as liposomes or nanodiscs for single molecule studies could be a novel way to implement screening of biochemical properties, molecular function or protein-effector interaction. The massive parallel redoubt (10^3–10^4 liposomes per frame) of such arrays could allow direct observation of multiple protein native states and quantification of their activity abundance and redistribution by regulatory inputs.

A comprehensive description of how proteins operate in real time requires connection between different timescales and complementary interdisciplinary approaches. Single molecule kinetic measurements combined with NMR spectrometry, computational studies and mathematical modeling as well as with single molecule FRET measurements and patch clamp techniques, that are discussed in this issue by Flomenbom, Sach and Lu respectively, are beginning to emerge. Coalescing the readout of these complementary approaches may enable a holistic understanding of the orchestrated enzyme dynamics and functional regulation interactions that underlie and tightly control cellular functions.
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